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Abstract High-order entropy-stable discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods for
nonlinear conservation laws reproduce a discrete entropy inequality by combin-
ing entropy conservative finite volume fluxes with summation-by-parts (SBP) dis-
cretization matrices. In the DG context, on tensor product (quadrilateral and hexa-
hedral) elements, SBP matrices are typically constructed by collocating at Lobatto
quadrature points. Recent work has extended the construction of entropy-stable
DG schemesto collocation at more accurate Gauss quadrature points [1].
In this work, we extend entropy-stable Gauss collocation schemes to non-
conforming meshes. Entropy-stable DG schemes require computing entropy con-
servative numerical fluxes between volume and surface quadrature nodes. On
conforming tensor product meshes where volume and surface nodes are aligned,
flux evaluations are required only between “lines” of nodes. However, on non-
conforming meshes, volume and surface nodes are no longer aligned, resulting in
a larger number of flux evaluations. We reduce this expense by introducing an
entropy-stable mortar-based treatment of non-conforming interfaces via a face-
local correction term, and provide necessary conditions for high-order accuracy.
Numerical experiments in both two and three dimensions confirm the stability and
accuracy of this approach.
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1 Introduction
Discretely entropy stability has emerged as a methodology for designing high-order
schemes for nonlinear conservation laws. Entropy-stable discretizations ensure the
satisfaction of a semi-discrete entropy inequality by combining specific finite vol-
ume numerical fluxes with summation-by-parts (SBP) discretization matrices.1
Compared to traditional high-order methods, the resulting schemes demonstrate
significantly improved robustness in the presence of under-resolved solution fea-
tures such as shocks or turbulence while retaining high-order accuracy.
Entropy-stable discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods were originally constructed
for quadrilateral and hexahedral meshes based on nodal collocation at Lobatto
quadrature points [4–6]. Entropy-stable schemes were later extended to simpli-
cial and more general elements using tailored volume and surface quadrature rules
[7, 8]. More general quadrature rules were addressed in [1, 9–11], including entropy-
stable collocation schemes on quadrilateral and hexahedral elements based on more
accurate Gauss quadrature rules and generalized SBP operators [1].
The work presented here focuses on geometrically non-conforming meshes. Such
meshes may arise when applying domain decomposition techniques to a com-
plex geometry (e.g. meshing sub-domains independently) [12] or performing lo-
cal mesh refinement. Energy stable treatments of non-conforming interfaces have
been widely explored in the context of SBP discretizations [13–18], and have re-
cently been extended to entropy stable schemes. Entropy-stable Lobatto colloca-
tion schemes have been constructed on non-conforming meshes in [19] using SBP
projection operators. In this work, we extend entropy-stable Gauss collocation to
non-conforming quadrilateral and hexahedral meshes. While it is straightforward
to construct Gauss collocation schemes on non-conforming meshes, the treatment
of non-conforming interfaces results in signficantly increased computational costs.
We reduce such costs by adopting a mortar-based treatment of non-conforming
interfaces. Moreover, while the cost of the proposed scheme is similar to that of
[19] in 2D, the mortar-based approach is more computationally efficient for both
Lobatto and Gauss collocation schemes on 3D non-conforming hexahedral meshes.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the derivation of
an entropy inequality for a system of nonlinear conservation laws. Section 3 in-
troduces “hybridized” SBP operators as a unified way to treat both Lobatto and
Gauss collocation schemes on conforming meshes of tensor product elements. Sec-
tion 4 describes a naive extension to non-conforming meshes and illustrates why
this formulation results in an increase in computational costs. Section 5 intro-
duces a mortar-based formulation on curved meshes which addresses such costs,
and characterizes the accuracy of the resulting formulations. We conclude with
numerical validation of theoretical results in Section 7.
1 Recent work on space-time discretizations [2] and relaxation time-stepping methods [3]
has extended the semi-discrete entropy inequality to the fully discrete setting.
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2 Entropy stability for systems of nonlinear conservation laws
We are interested in the numerical approximation of solutions to systems of non-
linear conservation laws
∂u
∂t
+
d∑
i=1
∂fi (u)
∂xi
= 0. (1)
Here, u denotes the conservative variables and fi(u) are nonlinear fluxes. We
briefly review entropy stability for systems of conservation laws in d dimensions.
We assume there exists a convex scalar entropy S(u) associated with (1). We then
define the entropy variables v(u) as the gradient of the entropy S(u) with respect
to the conservative variables
v =
∂S(u)
∂u
.
For S(u) convex, v(u) defines an invertible mapping between the conservative
and entropy variables, whose inverse (from entropy to conservative variables) we
denote by u(v). Viscosity solutions to (1) satisfy an integrated form of the entropy
inequality [20] ∫
Ω
∂S(u)
∂t
+
∫
∂Ω
d∑
i=1
ni
(
vTfi(u)− ψi(u)
)
≤ 0, (2)
where ψi(u) denotes the ith entropy potential, ∂Ω denotes the boundary of Ω
and ni denotes the ith component of the outward normal on ∂Ω. This can be
interpreted as implying that the time rate of change of entropy is bounded by the
entropy flux through the boundary.
3 Entropy-stable collocation DG methods and hybridized SBP operators
In this section, we summarize the work of [1] on the construction of entropy-stable
collocation DG methods based on generalized summation by parts (GSBP) oper-
ators. These constructions are applicable to collocation schemes based on either
Lobatto and Gauss nodes.
3.1 On notation
The notation in this paper is motivated by notation in [8, 21]. Unless otherwise
specified, vector and matrix quantities are denoted using lower and upper case
bold font, respectively. We also denote spatially discrete quantities using a bold
sans serif font. Finally, the output of continuous functions evaluated over discrete
vectors is interpreted as a discrete vector. For example, if x denotes a vector of
point locations, i.e., (x)i = xi, then u(x) is interpreted as the vector
(u(x))i = u(xi).
Similarly, if u = u(x), then f(u) corresponds to the vector
(f(u))i = f(u(xi)).
Vector-valued functions are treated similarly. For example, given a vector-valued
function f : Rn → Rn and vector of points x, (f(x))i = f(xi).
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3.2 Hybridized SBP operators in 1D
We begin by introducing collocation discretization matrices on the reference inter-
val [−1, 1]. We assume the solution is collocated at (N + 1) quadrature points xi
with associated quadrature weights wi, and consider primarily Lobatto or Gauss
quadrature points. The collocation assumption is equivalent to approximating the
solution using a degree N Lagrange basis `j(x) at the (N + 1) quadrature points.
We define mass and integrated differentiation matrices M̂1D, Q̂1D on the refer-
ence interval(
M̂1D
)
ij
=
∫ 1
−1
`i(x)`j(x),
(
Q̂1D
)
ij
=
∫ 1
−1
∂`j
∂x
`i(x).
We assume that all integrals are computed using the collocated quadrature rule,
such that (
M̂1D
)
ij
=
∫ 1
−1
`i(x)`j(x) ≈
N+1∑
k=1
`i(xk)`j(xk)wk = δijwi
(
Q̂1D
)
ij
=
∫ 1
−1
∂`j
∂x
`i(x) ≈
N+1∑
k=1
`i(xk)
∂`j
∂x
∣∣∣∣
xk
wk.
In other words, the mass matrix is diagonal with entries equal to the quadrature
weights. Since the integrands of M̂1D are degree 2N polynomials, the collocation
approximation of M̂1D is exact for Gauss quadrature, but not for Lobatto quadra-
ture. For both Gauss and Lobatto quadrature, the matrix Q̂1D is exact under
collocation quadrature.
We introduce the 2×(N+1) matrix E1D which interpolates values at collocation
nodes to values at the endpoints x = −1 and x = 1. This matrix is defined entrywise
as
(E1D)1i = `i(−1), (E1D)2i = `i(1).
The mass and differentiation matrices satisfy a generalized summation by parts
property [22]
Q̂1D + Q̂
T
1D = E
T
1DB̂1DE1D, B̂1D =
[−1
1
]
. (3)
The GSBP property holds for both Lobatto and Gauss nodes, and switching be-
tween these two nodal sets simply requires redefining the matrices Q̂1D,E1D. For
Gauss nodes, E1D is dense. For Lobatto nodes, since the collocation nodes in-
clude boundary points, the interpolation matrix E1D reduces to the matrix which
extracts nodal values associated with the left and right endpoints
E1D =
[
1 0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 1
]
.
It is possible to construct energy stable high-order discretizations of linear hy-
perbolic systems using GSBP operators based on Gauss nodes [22]. However, for
nonlinear conservation laws, the presence of the dense E matrix in the GSBP prop-
erty (3) complicates the imposition of boundary conditions and computation of
inter-element numerical fluxes [1, 8, 9]. This can be avoided by using “hybridized”
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(also referred to as decoupled) SBP operators [9, 11, 23], which are defined as the
block matrix
Q̂h,1D =
1
2
[
Q̂1D − Q̂
T
1D E
T
1DB̂1D
−B̂1DE1D B̂1D
]
.
The hybridized SBP operator satisfies a block form of the SBP property
Q̂h,1D + Q̂
T
h,1D = B̂h,1D, B̂h,1D =
[
0
B̂1D
]
. (4)
where E1D does not appear in the block boundary matrix on the right hand side.
Here, we have used 0, 1 to denote a matrix or vector of zeros or ones, where the
size is inferred from context. Note that the matrix Q̂h,1D also satisfies
Q̂h,1D1 =
1
2
[
Q̂1D1− Q̂
T
1D1 + E
T
1DB̂1D1
−B̂1DE1D1− B̂1D1
]
=
1
2
[
−Q̂T1D1 + ET1DB̂1D1
0
]
=
1
2
[
Q̂1D1
0
]
= 0 (5)
where we have used that E1D1 = 1 (since E1D is a high-order accurate boundary
interpolation matrix), Q̂1D1 = 0 (since Q̂1D is a differentiation matrix), and the
GSBP property (3).
3.3 Hybridized SBP operators in higher dimensions
The formulation (2) can be extended to higher dimensions through a tensor prod-
uct construction. We assume that both volume and surface quadrature nodes are
constructed from one-dimensional (N+1)-point Lobatto or Gauss quadrature rules.
For simplicity, we illustrate this for 2D quadrilateral elements (the extension to
3D hexahedral elements is straightforward). Let M̂1D, Q̂1D denote one-dimensional
generalized SBP norm (mass) and differentiation matrices on the reference interval,
and let E1D denote the 1D face interpolation matrix. We define multi-dimensional
mass and differentiation matrices in terms of Kronecker products
Q̂1 = Q̂1D ⊗ M̂1D, Q̂2 = M̂1D ⊗ Q̂1D, M̂ = M̂1D ⊗ M̂1D. (6)
We also construct 2D face interpolation matrices from Kronecker products. Let
E1D denote the one-dimensional face interpolation matrix, and let B̂1D denote the
1D boundary matrix in (3). For a specific ordering of the face points, the two-
dimensional face interpolation matrix E and reference boundary matrices B̂1, B̂2
are given by
E =
[
E1D ⊗ IN+1
IN+1 ⊗ E1D
]
, B̂1 =
[
B̂1D ⊗ M̂1D
0
]
, B̂2 =
[
0
M̂1D ⊗ B̂1D
]
, (7)
where IN+1 is the (N+1)×(N+1) identity matrix. Recall that M̂1D is the diagonal
matrix of quadrature weights, so B̂i are diagonal.
The construction of operators in (6) and (7) correspond to the use of tensor
product points quadrature points and aligned surface points. For example, if Gauss
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points are used for volume quadrature, we assume that Gauss points are also
used for surface quadrature. This ensures that the operators Q̂i, B̂i,E satisfy the
analogous higher dimensional generalized SBP property Q̂i = E
T B̂iE− Q̂
T
i .
The 2D differentiation and interpolation matrices Q̂i,E can now be used to con-
struct 2D hybridized SBP operators. Let Q̂i,h denote the hybridized SBP operator
for the ith coordinate on the reference element, where Q̂i,h is defined as
Q̂i,h =
1
2
[
Q̂i − Q̂
T
i E
T B̂i
−B̂iE B̂i
]
. (8)
These matrices satisfy the following multi-dimensional properties:
Lemma 1 Let Q̂i be defined as in (6) and let Q̂i,h be defined as in (8). Then,
Q̂i,h + Q̂
T
i,h =
[
0
B̂i
]
, Q̂i,h1 = 0. (9)
The proof is found in [1]. The SBP property follows from the construction of
Q̂i,h, and Q̂i,h1 = 0 is a consequence of properties of the Kronecker product and
the same arguments used to derive (5). The construction of 3D differentiation
and interpolation matrices proceeds similarly, and the matrices satisfy the same
properties as described in Lemma 1.
We now construct an entropy conservative formulation on an unstructured
curved mesh. Suppose the domain Ω is decomposed into non-overlapping elements
Dk which are images of the reference mapping, such that Dk is a differentiable
mapping of the reference element D̂ = [−1, 1]d. Let xi denote the ith physical
coordinate on Dk and let x̂j denote the jth reference coordinate. The mapping
between reference and physical element induces scaled geometric terms
gij = J
∂x̂j
∂xi
,
where J denotes the determinant of the Jacobian of the physical-to-reference map-
ping. We refer to J as the Jacobian from here onwards. These geometric terms also
relate the normal vectors on reference and physical elements.
Let n̂Ĵf denote the scaled outward normal vector on the reference element D̂,
where Ĵf denotes the Jacobian for the corresponding reference face. For quadrilat-
eral and hexahedral elements, Ĵf = 1. Then, the (scaled) physical normal vectors
on Dk are related to n̂Ĵf through
niJf =
d∑
j=1
gij n̂j Ĵf . (10)
The relation (10) is known as Nanson’s formula in continuum mechanics.
We assume that the mesh is watertight (well-constructed), such that the scaled
normal vectors are equal and opposite across each shared face between two ele-
ments. We also assume that the geometric terms gij are constructed such that they
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are polynomials of degree less than or equal to N and satisfy a discrete geometric
conservation law (GCL)
d∑
j=1
∂
∂x̂j
gij = 0. (11)
The discrete GCL is satisfied automatically for isoparametric mappings in 2D, and
there exist several techniques to enforce the satisfaction of a discrete GCL on var-
ious three-dimensional domains [8, 10, 24–27]. We will discuss specific approaches
for non-conforming meshes in Section 3.4 and Appendix A.
We can now assemble physical mass and differentiation matrices on Dk from
reference mass and differentiation matrices using the chain rule. Let Q̂j,h denote
the jth reference differentiation matrix on D̂. We can define the physical differen-
tiation matrices Qi,h on D
k via the skew-symmetric splitting
Qi,h =
1
2
d∑
j=1
diag
(
gij
)
Q̂j,h + Q̂j,hdiag
(
gij
)
, (12)
where gij denotes the vector of values of gij = J
∂x̂j
∂xi
at both volume and surface
points. Since gij is assumed to be a polynomial of degree less than or equal to N ,
gij is constructed using polynomial interpolation.
Because the reference matrices Q̂j,h satisfy the reference SBP properties (4),
one can show [10] that the physical matrices Qi,h satisfy analogous SBP properties.
Let ◦ denote the Hadamard product of matrices or vectors. Then, we have the
following lemma:
Lemma 2 Suppose the geometric terms gij satisfy the discrete GCL (11), the nor-
mals are constructed via (10), and that Qi,h is constructed using (12). Define Bi =
diag
(
ni ◦ wf
)
, where the entries of ni are values of the ith component of the scaled
normals niJf at face points, and wf contains face quadrature weights. Then,
Qi,h + Q
T
i,h =
[
0
Bi
]
, Qi,h1 = 0,
The proof is given in [10].
3.4 Entropy conservative formulations on conforming meshes of mapped elements
The aforementioned matrices can now be used to construct high-order accurate
entropy-stable and entropy-conservative schemes. We first introduce an entropy
conservative numerical flux [28]. Let uL,uR denote left and right states in the
conservative variables. Then, an entropy conservative numerical flux is a vector-
valued function fi,S for i = 1, . . . , d which satisfies the following three properties
fi,S (u,u) = fi(u), (consistency)
fi,S (uL,uR) = fi,S(uR,uL), (symmetry)
(vL − vR)T fi,S (uL,uR) = ψi(uL)− ψi(uR), (conservation).
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Here, vL,vR are the entropy variables evaluated at uL,uR, and ψi is the ith
entropy potential which appears in (2). Then, an entropy conservative scheme on
a mapped element is given by
M
duh
dt
+
[
I
E
]T d∑
i=1
(
2Qi,h ◦ Fi
)
1 + ETBi
(
f∗i − fi(u˜f )
)
= 0 (13)
(Fi)jk = fi,S (u˜j , u˜k) , f
∗
i = fi,S
(
u˜f , u˜
+
f
)
,
where uh(t) denotes the coefficients of the discrete solution on D
k and M =
M̂ ◦ diag (J) is the diagonal mass matrix scaled by the determinant of the geo-
metric Jacobian J evaluated at volume quadrature points. The discrete vectors of
“entropy-projected” conservative variables with tildes (e.g., u˜) are constructed by
first evaluating the interpolated entropy variables
vf = Ev(uh)
then re-evaluating the conservative variables in terms of vf
u˜f = u(vf ), u˜ =
[
u
u˜f
]
The flux matrix Fi contains evaluation of the entropy conservative numerical flux
at different pairs of solution values at nodal (both volume and surface quadrature)
points. Finally, the exterior state u˜+f used to evaluate the numerical flux f
∗
i cor-
responds either to interface values on a neighboring element or an exterior state
used to enforce boundary conditions. Assuming continuity in time, the formulation
(13) is entropy conservative in the sense that
1TM
dS(uh)
dt
+
d∑
i=1
1TBi
(
vTf f
∗
i − ψi(u˜f )
)
= 0.
The proof uses similar techniques as proofs in other papers [7–9, 11] The proof of
entropy conservation relies mainly on Lemma 2, which states that Qi,h is conser-
vative (e.g., exact for constants) and satisfies the SBP property. Extensions to the
non-conforming setting will utilize the same properties.
All entropy conservative schemes described here can be made entropy stable by
introducing entropy dissipation through mechanisms such as physical or artificial
viscosity [29, 30]. We introduce dissipation by incorporating a penalization term
into the interface flux [31]. For example, Lax-Friedrichs dissipation can be added
by modifying the interface flux term Bif
∗
i
Bif
∗
i =⇒ Bif∗i − λ2 Ju˜f K, Ju˜f K = u˜+f − u˜f ,
where λ is an estimate of the maximum wave speed [7, 9].
For the remainder of this work, we will construct formulations and prove they
are entropy conservative, with the understanding that they can be made entropy
stable by incorporating an entropy dissipative penalty term.
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4 Non-conforming meshes
Section 3 describes the construction of entropy-stable schemes on geometrically
conforming meshes, where each element shares at most one neighbor across a face.
We extend the construction of stable schemes to meshes containing geometric non-
conformity, where an element can share a face with two or more neighboring ele-
ments. To ensure stability, the coupling conditions imposed at this non-conforming
face must be handled appropriately. For DG discretizations, this is most naturally
achieved by combining composite quadrature rules on non-conforming faces with
appropriate evaluations of volume terms [26]. However, for entropy-stable schemes
using hybridized SBP operators, the naive use of composite quadrature at non-
conforming interfaces can significantly increase the computational cost.
For quad and hex elements under tensor product volume quadrature, the dif-
ferentiation matrices are Kronecker products of 1D differentiation matrices and
diagonalmass matrices, which result in sparse operators. As a result, flux evalu-
ations are only required between “lines” of volume nodes [1, 5]. Flux evaluations
also follow the sparsity pattern of the matrix E, which maps from volume nodes to
surface nodes. For Lobatto or Gauss collocation methods on conforming quadrilat-
eral and hexahedral meshes, E is sparse if the surface quadrature nodes are aligned
with volume quadrature nodes [1]. In such cases, flux evaluations are required only
between lines of volume nodes and adjacent surface nodes, as shown in Figure 1a.
Composite quadrature rules on non-conforming meshes, however, are not aligned
with volume nodes. Suppose that Dk is a quadrilateral element with two neighbors
across each face, such that every face is non-conforming and utilizes a composite
quadrature rule. The entropy conservative formulation (13) can be extended to the
non-conforming case by redefining the interpolation matrix E as the matrix which
interpolates from volume nodes to composite surface nodes. However, this version
of E is fully dense, and evaluating the formulation (13) requires flux evaluations
between each surface node and all volume nodes, as illustrated in Figure 1b. This
greatly increases computational costs, especially at high orders of approximation.
5 Entropy-stable mortar formulations
The goal of this work is to reduce computational costs for Gauss collocation
schemes in the presence of non-conforming interfaces. This can be done by treat-
ing composite quadrature nodes as a layer of “mortar” nodes which are coupled
directly to surface nodes, but not directly to the volume nodes, as illustrated in
Figure 2. This results in modifications of the matrices involved in the entropy-
stable formulation (13). These modifications preserve both high-order accuracy
and entropy stablility, and yield an implementation which is identical to that of
(13) except for a face-local correction to the numerical flux.
We introduce new matrices on the reference element D̂. Let x̂ denote volume
collocation points, and let x̂f denote face (surface) points on the boundary ∂D̂. To
simplify notation, we assume from this point onwards that the nodes are ordered
face-by-face. In 2D, this implies that x̂f is
x̂f =
[
x̂f,1 x̂f,2 x̂f,3 x̂f,4
]T
, (14)
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(a) Flux evaluations required for
aligned surface nodes
(b) Flux evaluations required for
non-aligned surface nodes
Fig. 1: Nodes between which flux evaluations are required for Gauss nodes. Aligned
surface nodes (conforming interfaces) require evaluations between each surface
node and a line of volume nodes, while non-aligned surface nodes (non-conforming
interfaces) require flux evaluations between a surface node and all volume nodes.
Fig. 2: Illustration of mortar operators for a Gauss collocation scheme. The matrix
E maps from volume quadrature points to surfacequadrature points, Emf maps
from surface to mortar surface points, and Efm maps from mortar surface points
to surface points.
where x̂f,j denotes the vector of 1D nodal positions on the jth face of the reference
quadrilateral [−1, 1]2. Recall that the matrix E as defined in (7) interpolates from
volume collocation points x̂ to a specific ordering of the surface points x̂f . The
ordering (14) simply corresponds to a permutation of the interpolation matrix E.
We now introduce a second set of mortar points x̂m on a face of the reference
element. We assume these points also correspond to quadrature nodes with cor-
responding weights wm. For example, mortar nodes can be composite Gauss or
Lobatto quadrature nodes (for h non-conforming interfaces), higher degree Gauss
or Lobatto nodes (for p non-conforming interfaces), or identical to the surface
nodes x̂f (non-mortar interface). For simplicity of notation, we assume that each
face has the same set of mortar nodes; however, it is straightforward to extend
this to the case when the mortar nodes vary face-by-face.
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We define the interpolation matrix Emf as the operator which maps values at
surface nodes to values at mortar nodes. In 2D, since the face of a quadrilateral is
a 1D line, we can define Emf as the block matrix acting on the surface nodes on
the four faces
Emf = I4 ⊗ Em,
where I4 is the 4-by-4 identity matrix and Em is the mortar interpolation matrix
over the reference face (interval) [−1, 1]. The matrix Em is defined in terms of x̂m,i,
the mortar nodes mapped to the reference interval [−1, 1],
(Em)ij = `j(x̂m,i), 1 ≤ i ≤ num. mortar points, 1 ≤ j ≤ (N + 1).
We can define an analogous matrix Efm which maps from the mortar nodes back
to the surface nodes. We first define the face mass matrix as the block diagonal
matrix whose blocks are 1D diagonal reference mass matrices
Mf = I4×4 ⊗ M̂1D.
These matrices are defined in 2D for simplicity, but are straightforward to extend to
3D. The matrix Efm can now be defined through a quadrature-based L
2 projection
Efm = M̂
−1
f E
T
mfM̂m, M̂m = I4 ⊗ diag (wm) . (15)
Finally, we introduce diagonal boundary matrices on surface and mortar nodes
B̂i,f = diag
(
n̂i,f
)
M̂f B̂i,m = diag (n̂i,m) M̂m, (16)
where n̂i,f , n̂i,m are vectors containing components of the scaled reference normals
at face and mortar points, respectively.
Note that Efm exactly recovers polynomials of a certain degree on the reference
face, where the degree of the polynomial is related to the accuracy of the surface
and mortar quadratures.
Lemma 3 Suppose the face (surface) quadrature is exact for polynomials of degree
N +Nf and mortar quadratures are exact for degree N +Nm polynomials. Then, Efm
exactly recovers polynomials of degree min(N,Nf , Nm).
Proof Let u(x) be a polynomial of degree min(N,Nf , Nm) or less, and let uf be its
values on the face (surface) nodes. Then, um = Emfuf are the interpolated values
of the polynomial on the mortar nodes. Applying Efm yields
Efmum = M̂
−1
f E
T
mfM̂mEmfuf .
The entries of ETmfM̂mEmf are integrals of products of Lagrange basis functions
with u(x), where all integrals are approximated using mortar quadrature.
Since u is degree min(N,Nf , Nm) and each Lagrange basis function is degree N ,
the integrand is computed exactly under the mortar quadrature. Moreover, since
u is degree min(N,Nf , Nm), it is also computed exactly using the face (surface)
quadrature. Thus, ETmfM̂mEmfuf = M̂fuf by exactness of the face and mortar
quadratures, and Efmum = uf . uunionsq
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5.1 Mortar-based hybridized SBP operators
The matrices Emf ,Efm, B̂i,f , B̂i,m can now be used to construct SBP operators
which involve mortar nodes. We define the mortar-based hybridized SBP opera-
toron the reference element Q̂i,m to be
Q̂i,m =
1
2
Q̂i − Q̂
T
i E
T B̂i,f
−B̂i,fE B̂i,fEfm
−B̂i,mEmf B̂i,m
 . (17)
Since it is not clear at first glance how the hybridized operator Q̂i,h or its
mortar-based variant Q̂i,m can be used to perform differentiation, we review intu-
itive explanations of each operator.
Let u denote basis coefficients for some function u(x), and let f, g denote two
functions on the reference element. Suppose u satisfies the following matrix system
involving the standard hybridized operator Q̂i,h
M̂u =
[
I
E
]T
diag (f) Q̂i,hg, f =
[
f(x̂)
f(x̂f )
]
, g =
[
g(x̂)
g(x̂f )
]
. (18)
It was shown in [9, 11] that this corresponds to a high-order accurate approxi-
mation of f ∂g∂xi . Expanding out the different blocks of (18) and using generalized
summation by parts for Q̂i yields
M̂u = diag (f(x̂)) Q̂ig(x̂) +
1
2
(
diag (f(x̂))ET + ET f(x̂f )
)
B̂i
(
g(x̂f )− Eg(x̂)
)
.
The latter expression can be interpreted as a boundary correction term. Since
E is a high-order accurate boundary interpolation operator, this correction term
vanishes if g is a degree N polynomial.
The mortar-based hybridized SBP operator can be similarly interpreted as a
high-order differentiation operator. Recall that Emf interpolates from face nodes
to mortar nodes, and that E interpolates from volume nodes to face nodes. Thus,
the matrix EmfE interpolates from volume nodes to mortar nodes. We can use
this matrix to replicate (18) for the mortar-based operator Q̂i,m. Let u solve the
following system
M̂u =
 IE
EmfE
T diag (f) Q̂i,mdiag (g) , f =
 f(x̂)f(x̂f )
f(x̂m)
 , g =
 g(x̂)g(x̂f )
g(x̂m)
 . (19)
Expanding out terms yields a similar expression involving multiple correction
terms
M̂u = diag (f(x̂)) Q̂ig(x̂) (20)
+
1
2
diag (f(x̂))ET B̂i,f
(
g(x̂f )− Eg(x̂)
)
+
1
2
ETdiag
(
f(x̂f )
)
B̂i,f
(
Efmg(x̂m)− Eg(x̂)
)
+
1
2
ETETmfdiag (f(x̂m)) B̂i,m
(
g(x̂m)− Emfg(x̂f )
)
We can show that these correction terms vanish for polynomial functions g.
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Lemma 4 Let f(x) = 1 and suppose that the face (surface) quadrature is exact for
polynomials of degree N + Nf and mortar quadratures are exact for degree N + Nm
polynomials. Then, derivative approximations given by the equations (19) and (20) are
exact if g(x) is a degree min(N,Nf , Nm) polynomial.
Proof Following [9], if f = 1 and g(x) is a degree N polynomial, then (20) is exact
if the correction terms vanish. The first and third correction terms are zero by the
fact that E,Emf are degree N interpolation operators, and the second correction
term vanishes since Lemma 3 implies that Efm exactly recovers polynomials of
degree min(N,Nf , Nm). uunionsq
Finally, we note that the mortar-based hybridized SBP operators satisfy a
summation by parts property.
Lemma 5 Let Q̂i,m be defined as in (17). Then,
Q̂i,m + Q̂
T
i,m =
0 0
B̂i,m
 , Q̂i,m1 = 0.
Proof The SBP property holds if
B̂i,fEfm = (B̂i,mEmf )
T = ETmf B̂i,m, (21)
where we have used that B̂i,m is diagonal. Recall that Efm = M
−1
f E
T
mfMm. Then,
by the definition of B̂i,m, B̂i,h in (16), we have that
B̂i,fEfm = diag
(
n̂i,f
)
MfM
−1
f E
T
mfMm = diag
(
n̂i,f
)
ETmfMm.
Then, since the scaled outward normals n̂iĴf are constant over each face of the
reference element and Emf ,Mm are block diagonal matrices (with each block cor-
responding to a face), diag
(
n̂i,f
)
commutes and
diag
(
n̂i,f
)
ETmfMm = E
T
mfMmdiag (n̂i,m) = E
T
mf B̂i,m.
uunionsq
5.2 Mortar-based SBP operators and entropy conservative formulations on
mapped elements
We can extend mortar-based SBP operators to mapped curvilinear elements by
constructing physical operators in a manner akin to (12). Abusing notation, we use
gij to now denote the vector containing values of gij = J
∂x̂j
∂xi
at volume, surface,
and mortar points. Then, we define physical operators Qi,m via
Qi,m =
1
2
d∑
j=1
diag
(
gij
)
Q̂j,m + Q̂j,mdiag
(
gij
)
. (22)
Proofs of entropy conservation (e.g., for the formulation (13)) require that the
hybridized SBP operators are conservative (e.g., exact for constants) and satisfy
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the SBP property. Entropy conservation for mortar-based formulations on mapped
elements will require similar properties. However, in contrast to hybridized SBP
operators, conservation for mapped mortar-based operators requires additional
constraints on the accuracy of surface and mortar quadratures relative to the
polynomial degree of the geometric mapping.
We assume now that each geometric mapping from reference element D̂ to
physical element Dk is a polynomial of degree Ngeo ≤ N . We also introduce the
space of tensor product polynomials in d dimensions QN1,...,Nd as
QN1,...,Nd =
{
x̂i11 x̂
i2
2 . . . x̂
id
d , 0 ≤ ik ≤ Nk, k = 1, . . . , d.
}
We denote the isotropic tensor product space QN = QN,...,N for conciseness.
In [11], it was shown that the geometric terms gij are tensor product polyno-
mials of specific degrees. For mapped quadrilateral elements, gij satisfy
gi1 ∈ QNgeo,Ngeo−1
gi2 ∈ QNgeo−1,Ngeo .
for i = 1, 2, and the geometric terms naturally satisfy the GCL condition (11).
For hexahedral elements, it is more challenging to construct geometric terms
gij which satisfy the GCL while retaining high-order accuracy. This is further
complicated by the fact that we must take into account the polynomial degrees of
gij when proving conservation for mortar-based SBP operators. We consider two
approaches for computing hexahedral geometric terms in this work:
1. Approach 1: the construction of gij from [25], which yields
gij ∈ QNgeo , i, j = 1, 2, 3.
2. Approach 2: the construction of gij from [26] (Appendix C.3, see also Footnote
3 in [11]), which yields
gi1 ∈ QNgeo,Ngeo−1,Ngeo−1
gi2 ∈ QNgeo−1,Ngeo,Ngeo−1
gi3 ∈ QNgeo−1,Ngeo−1,Ngeo , i = 1, 2, 3.
These approaches are described in more detail in Appendix A.
Lemma 6 Suppose Dk is a tensor product element element with tensor product surface
quadratures and that Qi,m is constructed using (22). Suppose also that the surface
quadrature is exact for QN+Nf , the mortar quadrature is exact for QN+Nm . If
1. Dk is a quadrilateral element and Ngeo ≤ min(N,Nf + 1, Nm + 1), or
2. Dk is a hexahedral element, gij is constructed via Approach 1 [25], and Ngeo ≤
min(N,Nf , Nm), or
3. Dk is hexahedral element, gij is constructed via Approach 2 [26], and Ngeo ≤
min(N,Nf + 1, Nm + 1),
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then the following properties hold:
Qi,m + Q
T
i,m = Bi,m, (SBP property)
Qi,m1 = 0, (conservation),
where the boundary matrix
Bi,m = diag (ni,m ◦ wm) (23)
is the diagonal matrix whose entries consist of the scaled physical normals.
Proof Using the SBP property of Q̂i,m, proving the SBP property follows the same
steps as the proof of Lemma 2. Expanding out Qi,m + Q
T
i,m yields
1
2
d∑
j=1
diag
(
gij
)
Q̂j,m + Q̂
T
j,mdiag
(
gij
)
+ Q̂j,mdiag
(
gij
)
+ diag
(
gij
)
Q̂
T
j,m.
For each term in the sum, we use the SBP property of Q̂j,m. The volume terms
cancel, leaving only surface terms
1
2
d∑
j=1
(
B̂j,mdiag
(
gij
)
+ diag
(
gij
)
B̂j,m
)
=
0 0
Bi,m
 .
where we have used (10) and that B̂j,m and diag
(
gij
)
are diagonal matrices.
To show conservation, expanding out Qi,m1 yields
Qi,m1 =
1
2
d∑
j=1
diag
(
gij
)
Q̂j,m1 + Q̂j,mdiag
(
gij
)
1 =
1
2
d∑
j=1
Q̂j,mgij
since Q̂j,m1 = 0 by Lemma 5. Expanding out remaining terms using (20) yields
d∑
j=1
Q̂jgij(x̂) +
1
2
ET B̂j,f
(
gij(x̂f )− Egij(x̂)
)
+
1
2
ET B̂j,f
(
Efmgij(x̂m)− Egij(x̂)
)
+
1
2
ETETmf B̂j,m
(
gij(x̂m)− Emfgij(x̂f )
)
.
where gij(x̂), gij(x̂f ), gij(x̂m) denote the values of gij at volume, surface, and mortar
points. By the fact that gij ∈ QN and E,Emf are degree N interpolation operators,
the first and third correction terms vanish. The remaining boundary correction
terms are
ET B̂j,f
(
Efmgij(x̂m)− Egij(x̂)
)
. (24)
Recall that B̂i,f is a diagonal matrix whose entries are n̂i,m scaled by the mortar
quadrature weights. On tensor product elements, n̂i,m = ±1 on faces where x̂i = ±1
and zero otherwise. Thus, restricting x̂1 = ±1 yields the boundary values of g11
on faces where the correction term (24) is non-zero. We can now show that (24)
vanishes for i = j = 1 (the cases of i = 2, . . . , d are similar).
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1. If Dk is a quadrilateral element, g11 ∈ QNgeo,Ngeo−1, and the surface traces of
g11 are in the 1D trace space P
Ngeo−1.
2. If Dk is a hexahedral element and gij is constructed using Approach 1 [26],
g11 ∈ QNgeo,Ngeo−1,Ngeo−1, and the surface traces of g11 are in the quadrilateral
trace space QNgeo−1,Ngeo−1.
Since Ngeo ≤ Nm + 1, by Lemma 3 and the assumption that Ngeo ≤ min(N,Nf +
1, Nm + 1), Efmgij(x̂m) = Egij(x̂) and (24) vanishes.
If Approach 1 [25] is used, then surface traces of g11 are contained in Q
Ngeo,Ngeo .
Then, (24) vanishes since Ngeo ≤ min(N,Nf , Nm). In both cases, the remaining
terms vanish assuming that gij satisfies the discrete GCL (11). uunionsq
An entropy conservative mortar formulation on a mapped element is then
M
duh
dt
+
 IE
EmfE
T d∑
i=1
(2Qi,m ◦ Fi) 1 + ETETmfBi,m
(
f∗i − fi(u˜m)
)
= 0 (25)
u˜m = u(vm), vm = Emfvf , f
∗
i = fi,S
(
u˜+m, u˜m
)
,
Again, we assume geometric terms on curved elements are approximated using
polynomials, and that the normals are constructed via (10) and polynomial inter-
polation.
Theorem 1 Assuming continuity in time, the local formulation (25) satisfies
1TM
dS(uh)
dt
+
d∑
i=1
1TBi,m
(
vTmf
∗
i − ψi(u˜m)
)
= 0. (26)
Proof The main steps are algebraically very similar to proofs in [1, 10, 11], with
Lemma 6 used in place of Lemma 2. We begin by testing (13) with the vector of
entropy variables evaluated at nodal points v(uh). We apply the chain rule in time
and use that M is diagonal to show that
v(uh)
TM
duh
dt
= 1TM
(
v(uh) ◦ duhdt
)
= 1TM
dS(uh)
dt
.
For the volume term, we use the SBP property (Lemma 6) to arrive at
v(uh)
T
 IE
EmfE
T (2Qi,m ◦ Fi) 1 =
vT
((
Qi,m −QTi,m
)
◦ Fi
)
1 + (E v(uh))
T
0 0
Bi,m
 ◦ Fi
 1,
where, again
v =
v(uh)vf
vm
 =
 IE
EmfE
v(uh).
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Note that, by the consistency of the entropy conservative flux fi,S , the diagonal
of Fi is the flux evaluated at volume, surface, and mortar points. Thus, the latter
term reduces to
v
0 0
Bi,m
 ◦ Fi
 1 = vTmBi,mfi(u˜m) = 1TBi,m (vTmfi(u˜m)) .
where we have used that Bi,m is diagonal. The final part of the proof uses that
vT
((
Qi,m −QTi,m
)
◦ Fi
)
1 =
∑
j
vj
(
Qi,m −QTi,m
)
jk
(Fi)jk
=
∑
j
(Qi,m)jk (vj − vk)
T
fi,S (u˜j , u˜k)
=
∑
j
(Qi,m)jk (ψ(u˜j)− ψ(u˜k)) = u˜
TQi,m1− 1TQi,mu˜
By Lemma 6, Qi,m1 = 0. The proof is completed by applying the SBP property
(4) to the remaining term, which reduces to −1TQi,mu˜ = −1TBi,mu˜m. uunionsq
Global entropy conservation can be derived by summing up (26) over each
element
∑
k
1TMk
dS(ukh)
dt
+
∑
k
d∑
i=1
1TBki,m
((
vkm
)T
fk,∗i − ψi(u˜km)
)
= 0,
where have introduced the superscript k to denote operators and local solutions
on the kth element Dk. The first term corresponds to the average entropy over
the entire domain. Assume without loss of generality a periodic domain, such that
all interfaces are interior interfaces. Sharing interface contributions involving the
numerical flux between neighboring elements yields
∑
k
d∑
i=1
1TBki,m
((
vkm
)T
fk,∗i − ψi(u˜km)
)
= (27)
∑
k
d∑
i=1
1TBki,m
(
1
2
(
vkm − vk,+m
)T
fk,∗i − ψi(u˜km)
)
where vk,+m denotes the exterior value of the entropy variables on the neighboring
element. If the numerical flux is computed using the entropy conservative flux
fk,∗i = fi,S
(
u˜km, u˜
k,+
m
)
, then
(
vkm − vk,+m
)T
fi,S
(
u˜km, u˜
k,+
m
)
= ψi(u˜
k
m)− ψi(u˜k,+m ).
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Returning the contributions ψi(u˜
k,+
m ) to the neighboring element simplifies (27) as
follows
∑
k
d∑
i=1
1TBki,m
(
1
2
(
vkm − vk,+m
)T
fk,∗i − ψi(u˜km)
)
=
∑
k
d∑
i=1
1TBki,m
(
1
2
(
ψi(u˜
k
m)− ψi(u˜k,+m )− ψi(u˜km)
))
=
∑
k
d∑
i=1
1TBki,m
(
ψi(u˜
k
m)− ψi(u˜km)
)
= 0.
When the domain is non-periodic, the interface contributions do not vanish at the
boundary. These boundary terms can be made non-negative (e.g., entropy con-
servative or entropy stable) if boundary conditions are imposed in an appropriate
manner [7, 32].
5.3 Comparison of Lobatto and Gauss nodes: requirements for entropy
conservation (stability) and accuracy
This section summarizes theoretical differences between entropy conservative (sta-
ble) Lobatto and Gauss collocation schemes on non-conforming meshes based on
Lemma 6 and Lemma 4. The main differences are that the use of Lobatto nodes
induces additional requirements on the construction of geometric terms for curved
meshes and lowers the expected order of accuracy by one degree.
Entropy-stable high-order collocation schemes on tensor product elements typ-
ically utilize tensor product quadrature rules based on (N+1)-point Lobatto nodes
[5, 6] or (N + 1)-point Gauss nodes [1]. On non-conforming meshes, the most nat-
ural choice of mortar nodes is a composite Lobatto or Gauss rule. Recall that an
(N + 1)-point Lobatto rule is exact for polynomials of degree (2N − 1), while an
(N + 1)-point Gauss rule is exact for polynomials of degree (2N + 1).
First, we discuss the expected accuracy of each scheme. We have not conducted
a rigorous error analysis; however, Lemma 4 implies that a mortar-based SBP op-
erator under Lobatto quadrature is exact for degree (N − 1) polynomials, while a
mortar-based SBP operator under Gauss quadrature is exact for degree N poly-
nomials. In other words, the order of accuracy of a Gauss collocation scheme can
be up to one degree higher than for a Lobatto collocation scheme.
We note that order reduction for Lobatto nodes is not consistently evident in
numerical experiments, both for conforming [1, 33] and non-conforming meshes
[21]. In [19], order reduction with respect to the L2 error was observed using
Lobatto nodes on 2D non-conforming meshes. However, in [21], L2 order reduction
is not observed using Lobatto nodes on 3D non-conforming hexahedral meshes,
though order reduction is observed for the L∞ error. Similar inconsistent behavior
is observed for the 2D and 3D experiments in this paper when using Lobatto nodes.
We do note observe order reduction for Gauss nodes in any of our experiments.
Next, we discuss requirements on the construction of geometric terms. On
non-conforming quadrilateral meshes, Theorem 6 implies that both Lobatto and
Gauss collocation schemes are stable for Ngeo ≤ N , i.e., for isoparametric curved
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mappings. On non-conforming hexahedral meshes, Theorem 6 implies that Gauss
nodes are also stable for Ngeo ≤ N , but that Lobatto nodes are stable only for
Ngeo ≤ (N − 1) if Approach 1 [25] is used to compute geometric terms.
The restriction on Ngeo ≤ (N − 1) for Lobatto nodes is not necessary for en-
tropy conservation (stability) on conforming hexahedral meshes. However, when
using Approach 1 to compute geometric terms, the introduction of non-aligned
mortar nodes at non-conforming curved interfaces induces this additional restric-
tion. Moreover, this condition is consistent with Theorem 3 in [21]. One can re-
move this constraint on the degree of the geometric mapping by using Approach
2 [26] to compute geometric terms. If Approach 2 is used, then Lobatto colloca-
tion schemes remain entropy conservative (stable) on curved hexahedral meshes
for all Ngeo ≤ N . Appendix A describes Approach 1 [25] and Approach 2 [26] in
more detail, and demonstrates numerically that both approaches achieve similar
high-order accuracy in approximating geometric terms.
6 A mortar-based implementation
While the formulation (25) is convenient for analysis, it is less convenient to im-
plement. However, using properties of discretization matrices, we can show that
the mortar-based formulation (25) is equivalent to a conforming formulation (13)
with a modified numerical flux involving face-local correction terms.
First, we reformulate volume terms by incorporating geometric terms into the
definition of the flux matrices. Note that Qi,m can alternatively be defined as [6]
Qi,m =
d∑
j=1
Q̂j,m ◦
{{
gij
}}
,
{{
gij
}}
kl
=
1
2
((
gij
)
k
+
(
gij
)
l
)
,
where k, l are indices over the total number of volume, surface, and mortar points,
and gij is the vector containing values of gij at volume, surface, and mortar points.
The volume term of (25) can then be rewritten as
 IE
EmE
T d∑
i=1
(2Qi,m ◦ Fi) 1 =
 IE
EmE
T d∑
i=1
(
2Q̂i,m ◦ F̂i
)
1 (28)
F̂i =
d∑
j=1
{{
gij
}} ◦ Fi.
We next decompose F̂i into interactions between volume nodes, surface nodes, and
mortar nodes
F̂i =
 F̂
vv
i F̂
vf
i F̂
vm
i
F̂
fv
i F̂
ff
i F̂
fm
i
F̂
mv
i F̂
mf
i F̂
mm
i

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By expanding out the definition of the mortar-based SBP operator Q̂i,m and using
properties of the matrices B̂i,m, F̂i, (28) can be rewritten as IE
EmfE
T

Q̂i − Q̂
T
i E
T B̂i
−B̂iE B̂iEfm
−B̂i,mEmf
 ◦ F̂i
 1 + ETETmf (B̂i,m ◦ F̂mmi ) 1
=
[
I
E
]T ([
Q̂i − Q̂
T
i E
T B̂i
−B̂iE B̂i
]
◦
[
F̂
vv
i F̂
vf
i
F̂
fv
i F̂
ff
i
])
1
+ ET
(
ETmf
(
B̂i,m ◦ F̂
mm
i
)
1−
(
Bi ◦ F̂
ff
i
)
1
)
+ ET
((
B̂iEfm
)
◦ F̂fmi
)
1− ETETmf
((
B̂iEmf
)
◦ F̂mfi
)
1.
The above expressions can be simplified. First, evaluating F̂
mm
i , F̂
ff
i yields
F̂
mm
i = diag
 d∑
j=1
gij(x̂m) ◦ fi(u˜m)
 , F̂ffi = diag
 d∑
j=1
gij(x̂f ) ◦ fi(u˜f )
 ,
Moreover, recall that the physical normals are defined as products of gij with
reference normals (10). Since B̂i,m, B̂i contain scaled normals on the reference
element on the diagonal, we can rewrite the correction terms using the physical
normal boundary matrices Bi,m,Bi
ET
(
ETmf
(
B̂i,m ◦ F̂
mm
i
)
1−
(
Bi ◦ F̂
ff
i
)
1
)
= ET
(
ETmfBi,mfi(u˜m)− Bifi(u˜f )
)
.
The remaining correction terms can also be simplified by noting that Efm are
block diagonal matrices, with each block corresponding to a face, and that the
scaled reference normals (i.e., the diagonal entries of B̂i,m, B̂i) are constant over
each face. Then, using (10), we can rewrite the final set of correction terms as
ET
((
B̂iEfm
)
◦ F̂fmi
)
1− ETETmf
((
B̂i,mEmf
)
◦ F̂mfi
)
1
= ET
(
Efm ◦ Ffmi ◦ {{ni}}fm
)
1− ETETmf
(
Emf ◦ Fmfi ◦ {{ni}}mf
)
1
where Ffmi =
(
Fmfi
)T
are the flux matrices whose entries are evaluations of fi,S
between solution values at mortar and surface nodes, and {{ni}}fm = {{ni}}Tmf are
matrices whose entries are arithmetic averages of niJf (the ith component of the
scaled normal vector) between each mortar and surface point.
Adding these correction terms back into the formulation (25) yields
M
duh
dt
+
[
I
E
]T d∑
i=1
(
2Qi,h ◦ Fi
)
1 + ET
(
f∗i − Bifi(u˜f )
)
= 0 (29)
f∗i = E
T
mfBi,mfi,S(u˜
+
m, u˜m) + δfi,
δfi =
(
Efm ◦ Ffmi ◦ {{ni}}fm
)
1− ETmf
(
Emf ◦ Fmfi ◦ {{ni}}mf
)
1.
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Fig. 3: Coupling between volume, surface, and mortar nodes for formulation (29).
Remark 1 Note that δfi can be rewritten in terms of a Hadamard product
δfi =
[
I
Emf
]T ([
Efm
−Emf
]
◦
[
Fffi F
fm
i
Fmfi F
mm
i
]
◦ {{ni}}
)
1. (30)
Here, the entries of {{ni}} are averages of values of the normal vector at all pairs of
surface and mortar points. Both matrices, {{ni}} and the block of flux matrices, are
2× 2 block matrices, with blocks corresponding to pairs of surface-surface points,
pairs of surface-mortar points, and pairs of mortar-mortar points.
The formulation (29) is nearly equivalent to the hybridized mortar formulation,
with the main difference being the presence of skew-symmetric correction terms
in the definition of the numerical flux. Note that in this formulation, the only
interactions between surface and mortar nodes occur within the computation of
f∗i , and involve only computations which are local to mortar interfaces.
Remark 2 On conforming meshes, the surface and mortar nodes are the same.
Then,
Emf = Efm = I, {{ni}}fm = {{ni}}mf
and the correction terms in the definition of f∗i cancel each other out. The formu-
lation (29) then reverts to a Gauss collocation scheme [9] on conforming meshes.
6.1 Improving efficiency on three dimensional non-conforming hexahedral meshes
In 3D, the mortar-based approach enables a more efficient treatment of non-
conforming hexahedral interfaces compared to existing approaches [19]. The cost
of entropy-stable schemes based on flux differencing usually scales with the num-
ber of flux evaluations, which in turn scales by the number of non-zero entries
present in differentiation and interpolation matrices. For a hexahedral element,
both Gauss and Lobatto node differentiation operators contain O(N4) non-zeros
due to their tensor product (Kronecker) structure.
The interpolation matrices are generally dense with O(N4) non-zero entries,
as they interpolate from (N + 1)2 surface points to 4(N + 1)2 non-aligned mortar
points (for an isotropically refined face). However, we can expose sparsity by using
a two-step interpolation from surface to mortar points. Figure 4 illustrates this
process. First, the (N + 1)2 surface points are interpolated to an anisotropically
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Fig. 4: The two-layer mortar setup for reduced O(N3) computational cost on non-
conforming hexahedral interfaces.
refined interface. Because the points are aligned along one coordinate direction,
this requires interpolation only along lines of nodes and results in an interpolation
matrix with O(N3) non-zero entries. The anisotropically refined nodes are then
interpolated to the isotropically refined nodes. Again, because nodes are aligned,
the resulting interpolation matrix has O(N3) non-zero entries.
This two-step procedure can be interpreted as a sparse factorization of the
interpolation matrix from (N+1)2 surface points to 4(N+1)2 points. Let xf denote
the surface points, and let xm1 , xm2 denote the anisotropically and isotropically
refined mortar nodes (e.g., the first and second mortar layers), respectively. We
first introduce E1D be the 1D polynomial interpolation matrix which maps from
Gauss or Lobatto points to split (composite) Gauss or Lobatto points. Let Em1,f
denote the interpolation operator from surface to nodes in the first mortar layer,
and let Em2,m1 denote the interpolation operator from nodes in the first mortar
layer to the second mortar layer. These operators are defined
Em1,f = E1D ⊗ IN+1, Em2,m1 = I2(N+1) ⊗ E1D.
where IN+1, I2(N+1) denote the (N + 1)× (N + 1) and 2(N + 1)×2(N + 1) identity
matrices, respectively. Then, Em2,f = Em2,m1Em1,f interpolates from surface nodes
to the second layer of mortar nodes. However, the operators Em2,m1 ,Em1,f are
sparse, while Em2,f is completely dense.
We can also define projection operators which transfer from the second to
the first mortar layer and from the first mortar layer to surface nodes. Let Mmi
denote the diagonal matrix containing quadrature weights for the ith layer of
mortar nodes, respectively. Then, we can define Ef,m1 ,Em1,m2 via
Ef,m1 = M
−1
f E
T
m1,fMm1
Em1,m2 = M
−1
m1E
T
m2,m1Mm2 .
The definitions of Ef,m1 ,Em1,m2 are analogous to the definition of Efm in (15).
The operator Ef,m1 can be interpreted as projecting onto degree N polynomials
on a quadrilateral face, while Em1,m2 can be interpreted as projecting onto the
space of piecewise degree N polynomials on the two quadrilateral faces of the first
mortar layer in Figure 4.
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Putting these pieces together allows us to define two-layer mortar-based SBP
operators. We introduce boundary matrices
B̂j,mi = diag (n̂j,mi) M̂mi , i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , d.
where n̂j,mi denote jth component of the scaled outward normals evaluated at the
ith layer of mortar points. Then, the two-layer mortar-based SBP operator is
Q̂i,m =
1
2

Q̂i − Q̂
T
i E
T B̂i,f
−B̂i,fE B̂i,fEf,m1
−B̂i,m1Em1,f B̂i,m1Em1,m2
−B̂i,m2Em2,m1 B̂i,m2
 . (31)
It is straightforward to show that, for both Gauss and Lobatto nodes, Q̂i,m satisfies
SBP and conservation properties
Q̂i,m + Q̂
T
i,m =

0
0
0
Bi,m2
 , Q̂i,m1 = 0.
The accuracy conditions for two-layer mortar operators are also identical to those
of Lemma 4. We can now define physical SBP operators via the formula (22). These
also satisfy SBP and conservation properties under the conditions of Lemma 6.
Using the operators introduced so far, an entropy conservative formulation
using two-layer mortar operators is given by
M
duh
dt
+

I
E
Em1,fE
Em2,m1Em1,fE

T
d∑
i=1
(2Qi,m ◦ Fi) 1 (32)
+ ETETm1,fE
T
m2,m1Bi,m2
(
fi,S(u˜
+
m2 , u˜m2)− fi(u˜m2)
)
= 0,
where
u˜m2 = u(vm2), vm2 = Em2,m1Em1,fvf .
These formulations look very similar to (25). The two-layer mortar formulation
can also be reformulated in a way which involves only face-local correction terms
to the numerical flux:
M
duh
dt
+
[
I
E
]T d∑
i=1
(
2Qi,h ◦ Fi
)
1 + ET
(
f∗i − Bifi(u˜f )
)
= 0 (33)
f∗i = E
T
m1,fE
T
m2,m1Bi,m2fi,S(u˜
+
m2 , u˜m2) + δfi,
δfi =
 IEm1,f
Em2,m1Em1,f
T  Ef,m1−Em1,f Em1,m2
−Em2,m1
 ◦ Ff,m1,m2i ◦ {{ni}}
 1
where δfi is a face-local correction term for the numerical flux, and the matrix
Ff,m1,m2i is the matrix of entropy conservative flux evaluations between pairs of
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solution values at all surface and mortar nodes (e.g., surface nodes and nodes in the
two mortar layers). The term {{ni}} denote the averaged scaled normals between
each surface point and each point in the two mortar layers. The derivation of this
face-local formulation is similar to the derivation in Section 6, and we omit it for
brevity.
(a) One-mortar flux differencing matrix
(45× 45 with 648 non-zero entries)
(b) Two-mortar flux differencing matrix
(63× 63 with 324 non-zero entries)
Fig. 5: Sparsity pattern of flux differencing matrices used to define the mortar
correction δfi for N = 2. The correction for the one-mortar case is given by (30),
while the correction for the two-mortar case is given by (33).
For both the one and two-mortar case, (30) and (33) define mortar correc-
tions δfi in a way which mimics flux differencing formulated using the Hadamard
product and the associated matrices
[
Efm
−Emf
]
(one mortar), Ef,m1−Em1,f Em1,m2
−Em2,m1
 (two mortars).
The cost of flux differencing is proportional to the number of non-zero entries in
each associated matrix, which favors the sparser flux differencing matrix for the
two-mortar case. Figure 5 shows the sparsity pattern of the one and two-mortar
flux differencing matrices for N = 2. The size of the one-mortar flux differencing
matrix is 45×45 with 648 non-zero entries. While the two-mortar flux differencing
matrix is slightly larger (63× 63), it is significantly sparser and contains only 324
non-zero entries. As N increases, the difference between the number of non-zero
entries in the one and two-mortar flux differencing matrices becomes even more
significant.
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7 Numerical experiments
This section presents numerical examples for the compressible Euler equations,
which are given in d dimensions as follows:
∂ρ
∂t
+
d∑
j=1
∂ (ρuj)
∂xj
= 0,
∂ρui
∂t
+
d∑
j=1
∂ (ρuiuj + pδij)
∂xj
= 0, i = 1, . . . , d
∂E
∂t
+
d∑
j=1
∂ (uj(E + p))
∂xj
= 0.
Here, ρ is density, ui denotes the ith component of the velocity, and E is the total
energy. The pressure p and specific internal energy ρe are given by
p = (γ − 1)
E − 1
2
ρ
d∑
j=1
u2j
 , ρe = E − 1
2
ρ
d∑
j=1
u2j .
We enforce the entropy conservation (stability) with respect to the unique entropy
S(u) for the viscous compressible Navier-Stokes equations [34] given by
S(u) = − ρs
γ − 1 ,
where s = log
(
p
ργ
)
is the specific entropy, and d = 2, 3 is the dimension. The
entropy variables with respect to S(u) are also derived in [34]
v1 =
ρe(γ + 1− s)− E
ρe
, v1+i =
ρui
ρe
, vd+2 = − ρρe
for i = 1, . . . , d. The inverse mapping is given by
ρ = −(ρe)vd+2, ρui = (ρe)v1+i, E = (ρe)
(
1−
∑d
j=1 v
2
1+j
2vd+2
)
,
where i = 1, . . . , d, and ρe and s in terms of the entropy variables are
ρe =
(
(γ − 1)
(−vd+2)γ
)1/(γ−1)
e
−s
γ−1 , s = γ − v1 +
∑d
j=1 v
2
1+j
2vd+2
.
Entropy conservative fluxes involve both standard and logarithmic averages.
Let f denote some piecewise continuous function, and let f+ denote the exterior
value of f across an element face. The average and logarithmic averages are
{{f}} = f
+ + f
2
, {{f}}log = f
+ − f
log (f+)− log (f) .
The average and logarithmic average are assumed to act component-wise on vector-
valued functions. We evaluate the logarithmic average using the numerically stable
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algorithm of [35]. Explicit expressions for entropy conservative numerical fluxes in
two dimensions are given by Chandrashekar [36]
f11,S(uL,uR) = {{ρ}}log {{u1}} , f12,S(uL,uR) = {{ρ}}log {{u2}} ,
f21,S(uL,uR) = f
1
1,S {{u1}}+ pavg, f22,S(uL,uR) = f12,S {{u1}} ,
f31,S(uL,uR) = f
2
2,S , f
3
2,S(uL,uR) = f
1
2,S {{u2}}+ pavg,
f41,S(uL,uR) = (Eavg + pavg) {{u1}} , f42,S(uL,uR) = (Eavg + pavg) {{u2}} ,
where we have introduced the auxiliary quantities β = ρ2p and
pavg =
{{ρ}}
2 {{β}} , Eavg =
{{ρ}}log
2 {{β}}log (γ − 1)
+
u2avg
2
, u2avg =
d∑
j=1
uju
+
j . (34)
where uj , u
+
j denote the trace and exterior values of uj across a face. Expressions
for entropy conservative numerical fluxes for the three-dimensional compressible
Euler equations can also be explicitly written as
f1,S =

{{ρ}}log {{u1}}
{{ρ}}log {{u1}}2 + pavg
{{ρ}}log {{u1}} {{u2}}
{{ρ}}log {{u1}} {{u3}}
(Eavg + pavg) {{u1}}
 , f2,S =

{{ρ}}log {{u2}}
{{ρ}}log {{u1}} {{u2}}
{{ρ}}log {{u2}}2 + pavg
{{ρ}}log {{u2}} {{u3}}
(Eavg + pavg) {{u2}}
 ,
f3,S =

{{ρ}}log {{u3}}
{{ρ}}log {{u1}} {{u3}}
{{ρ}}log {{u2}} {{u3}}
{{ρ}}log {{u3}}2 + pavg
(Eavg + pavg) {{u3}}
 .
For all numerical experiments, we use an explicit low storage RK-45 time-
stepper [37] and estimate the timestep dt using J, Jkf , and degree-dependent L
2
trace constants CN
dt = CCFL
h
aCN
, h =
1
‖J−1‖L∞
∥∥∥Jkf ∥∥∥
L∞
,
where a is an estimate of the maximum wave speed, h estimates the mesh size, and
CCFL is some user-defined CFL constant. For isotropic elements, the ratio of J
k to
Jkf scales as the mesh size h, while CN captures the dependence of the maximum
stable timestep on the polynomial degree N . For hexahedral elements, CN varies
depending on the choice of quadrature. It was shown in [38] that
CN =
{
dN(N+1)2 for GLL nodes
d (N+1)(N+2)2 for Gauss nodes
.
Thus, based on this conservative estimate of the maximum stable timestep, GLL
collocation schemes should be able to take a timestep which is roughly (1 + 2/N)
times larger than the maximum stable timestep for Gauss collocation schemes. We
do not account for this discrepancy in this work, and instead set the timestep for
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both GLL and Gauss collocation schemes based on the more conservative Gauss
collocation estimate of dt. All results are computed using CCFL = 1/2 and Lax-
Friedrichs interface dissipation.
Suppose uΩ denotes the global solution vector; then, an entropy conservative
DG scheme can be rewritten as
MΩ
duΩ
dt
= F(uΩ).
where MΩ is the global mass matrix, and F(uΩ) denotes the global right hand
side. Let vΩ denote the global vector of entropy variables. The proof of entropy
conservation implies that the “spatial entropy” vTΩF(uΩ) = 0 [8]. We have verified
that both 2D and 3D implementations are entropy conservative (and thus entropy
stable if interface dissipation is added) by computing the spatial entropy for a dis-
continuous initial condition on a curved mesh for N = 1, . . . , 4. In the absence of
interface dissipation, all schemes yield a spatial entropy of magnitude O
(
10−14
)
,
which confirms that the implemented methods are semi-discretely entropy conser-
vative to machine precision.
7.1 Two-dimensional results
We begin by examining high-order convergence of the proposed methods in two
dimensions using the isentropic vortex problem [39, 40]. The analytical solution is
ρ(x, t) =
(
1−
1
2 (γ − 1)(βe1−r(x,t)
2
)2
8γpi2
) 1
γ−1
, p = ργ , (35)
u1(x, t) = 1− β
2pi
e1−r(x,t)
2
(y − y0), u2(x, t) = β
2pi
e1−r(x,t)
2
(x− x0 − t),
where u1, u2 are the x and y velocity, r(x, t) =
√
(x− x0 − t)2 + (y − y0)2x0 =
5, y0 = 0, and β = 5. We solve on a periodic rectangular domain [0, 15] × [−5, 5]
until final time T = 5 and compute total L2 errors over all solution fields.
For a degree N scheme, we approximate the L2 error using an (N + 2) point
Gauss quadrature rule. We also examine the influence of element curvature for
both GLL and Gauss collocation schemes by examining L2 errors on affine and
curvilinear meshes (see Figure 6). These warpings are constructed by modifying
nodal positions according to the following mapping
x˜ = x+ Lxα cos
(
pi
Lx
(
x− Lx
2
))
cos
(
3pi
Ly
y
)
,
y˜ = y + Lyα sin
(
4pi
Lx
(
x˜− Lx
2
))
cos
(
pi
Ly
y
)
,
where α = 1/16, and Lx = 15, Ly = 10 denote the lengths of the domain in the x
and y directions, respectively.
Figure 7 shows results for the 2D compressible Euler equations on non-conforming
quadrilateral meshes constructed by refining in a checkerboard pattern (see Fig-
ure 6), with volume, surface, and mortar quadratures constructed from one-dimensional
Lobatto or Gauss quadrature rules. As noted in Section 5.3 and Lemma 4, Gauss
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Fig. 6: Two curved N = 3 meshes used in the grid refinement studies.
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(a) Affine mesh
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(b) Curved mesh
Fig. 7: L2 errors for Lobatto and Gauss collocation schemes on affine and curved
meshes under h-refinement.
quadrature produces a degree N differentiation operator, while Lobatto quadrature
produces a degree (N − 1) differentiation operator. We observe a similar discrep-
ancy in L2 errors for Lobatto and Gauss quadratures on non-conforming meshes
in Figure 7.
7.2 Three-dimensional results
We test the accuracy of the mortar-based scheme in 3D using an extruded 2D
vortex propagating in the y direction, with analytic expressions given in [41]
ρ(x, t) =
(
1− (γ − 1)
2
Π2
) 1
γ−1
ui(x, t) = Πri + δi2,
E(x, t) =
p0
γ − 1
(
1− γ − 1
2
Π2
) γ
γ−1
+
ρ
2
d∑
i=1
u2i .
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Fig. 8: Construction of a non-conforming hexahedral mesh by combining two con-
forming Cartesian meshes.
where (u1, u2, u3)
T is the three-dimensional velocity vector and
Π = Πmaxe
1−∑di=1 r2i
2 ,
r1r2
r3
 =
−(x2 − c2 − t)x1 − c1
0
 .
We take c1 = c2 = 7.5, p0 = 1/γ, and Πmax = 0.4, and solve on the domain
[0, 15] × [0, 20] × [0, 1]. We construct a non-conforming mesh by gluing together
two uniform hexahedral meshes of different resolutions (see Figure 8). The non-
conforming interface runs parallel to the y-axis, such that the vortex propagates
along the direction of the non-conforming interface. The solution is evolved until
final time T = 1.
First, we confirmed that the use of two mortar layers does not impact the
accuracy of the scheme by computing computed errors using both one and two
mortar layers. For N = 1, 2, 3, the L2 and L∞ errors for the one and two-mortar
cases agree up to the 8th significant digit on a sequence of four uniformly refined
meshes, and we conclude that any differences in accuracy between the one and
two-mortar cases are negligible.
Figure 9 shows computed estimates of L2 and L∞ errors, where we estimate
both by evaluating the solution using a tensor product Gauss quadrature rule with
N +3 points in each coordinate direction. For the L2 error, we observe that Gauss
quadrature is more accurate than Lobatto quadrature. However, Gauss quadrature
delivers significantly more accurate L∞ errors than Lobatto quadrature, which is
consistent with numerical experiments in [21].
Finally, we discuss computed L2 convergence rates. For N = 1, we observe
convergence rates of 1.365 and 1.939 for Lobatto and Gauss, respectively. This
order reduction is less prominent for N = 3, with Lobatto and Gauss quadratures
achieving rates of 3.468 and 3.977, respectively. Order reduction is observed for
both Gauss and Lobatto nodes for N = 2, with both choices achieving conver-
gence rates of around 2.3. This may indicate that the meshes have not yet been
sufficiently refined to reach the asymptotic regime, or may be a consequence of
the use of Lax-Friedrichs penalization [33].
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Fig. 9: L2 and L∞ errors for entropy-stable Lobatto and Gauss collocation schemes
on non-conforming Cartesian (affine) hexahedral meshes under h-refinement for
N = 1, 2, 3. Note the different axis limits.
8 Conclusions and extensions of the mortar-based approach
We have introduced an entropy-stable mortar-based interface treatment which
reduces the computational cost of entropy-stable high-order Lobatto and Gauss
collocation DG schemes on non-conforming meshes. Mortars are incorporated
into entropy-stable DG schemes using mortar-based extensions of hybridized SBP
operators introduced in [1, 10, 11], and admit efficient face-local implementa-
tions. Moreover, in addition to extending Gauss collocation DG schemes to non-
conforming mesh interfaces, the mortar-based entropy-stable formulations intro-
duced in this work also provide a more efficient treatment of non-conforming in-
terfaces for Lobatto collocation DG schemes based on a two-mortar setup.
We conclude by discussing some extensions and generalizations of this mortar-
based approach. First, the extension to p and hp non-conforming meshes is straight-
forward. As with h non-conforming meshes, the mortar ndoes are taken to be the
nodes on the refined side of a hp non-conforming interfaces. The two-layer mortar
approach of Section 6.1 can also be extended to hp non-conforming interfaces in a
straightforward fashion.
This approach can also be generalized to non-hexahedral elements. However,
the mortar-based SBP operators in this paper require node alignment to expose
more sparsity. Unlike tensor product elements, simplicial elements, neither mor-
tar nor surface nodes are “aligned” with volume nodes. Thus, the mortar-based
approach in this work is not expected to be more efficient than the direct use of
hybridized SBP operators on non-tensor product elements [42].
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A Geometric terms for curved non-conforming meshes
Entropy conservation (stability) requires that the geometric terms be constructed appropri-
ately. In addition to requiring satisfaction of the discrete geometric conservation law (GCL)
[8, 10, 25], the schemes derived in this work require that the polynomial degree of the geometric
terms be related to the accuracy of the surface and mortar quadrature rules.
As discussed in Section 5.3, the standard construction of geometric terms (using a cross
product formula [25, 43]) on 2D isoparametric curved elements are sufficient to ensure the
GCL and thus entropy conservation (stability) for Lobatto and Gauss collocation schemes. For
3D isoparametric curved hexahedra, the standard construction of geometric terms does not
ensure satisfaction of the GCL. We consider two alternative methods to construct geometric
terms: Approach 1 from [25], and Approach 2 from [26].
We note that entropy conservation (or stability) on non-conforming meshes also requires
that the scaled outward normals are equal and opposite across each mortar face. This holds if
the mesh is watertight or well-constructed, such that there are no gaps between neighboring
elements. Several conditions which guarantee that a curved non-conforming mesh is well-
constructed are described in [27]. For the two-dimensional numerical experiments in this work,
we construct watertight curved non-conforming meshes by first curving a conforming mesh. We
locally refine to construct a non-conforming mesh, with the refined child elements inheriting the
geometric mapping of the parent elements. For the three-dimensional numerical experiments
in this work, we adopt the following approach.
A.1 Construction of geometric terms for curved hexahedra
Let D1D denote the (Ngeo + 1) × (Ngeo + 1) one-dimensional nodal differentiation matrix
at degree Ngeo Lobatto nodes. Multi-dimensional differentiation matrices on the reference
hexahedron can then be constructed via
D1 = D1D ⊗ I1D ⊗ I1D
D2 = I1D ⊗D1D ⊗ I1D
D3 = I1D ⊗ I1D ⊗D1D,
where I1D is the (Ngeo + 1)× (Ngeo + 1) identity matrix.
Let x, y, z denote the vectors of physical nodal coordinates of a curved degree Ngeo element.
Approach 1 in [25] constructs scaled geometric terms gij = J
∂x̂j
∂xi
by computing the curl of
geometric “potentials” fij
gi1 = αi (D3fi2 −D2fi3) ,
gi2 = αi (D1fi3 −D3fi1) ,
gi3 = αi (D2fi1 −D1fi2)
where α1 = 1 and α2 = α3 = −1, and the potentials fij are defined as
f1j = (Djy) ◦ z, f2j = (Djx) ◦ z, f3j = (Djy) ◦ x. (36)
The resulting geometric terms are tensor product polynomials of degree gij ∈ QNgeo . We note
that any geometric terms constructed by applying the discrete curl operator automatically
satisfy the geometric conservation law.
On non-conforming meshes, the resulting construction does not guarantee that the scaled
normal vectors (10) are equal and opposite across faces [27]. This is remedied by enforcing
continuity of the geometric potentials fij across all non-conforming interfaces (for example, by
interpolating values of fij from the coarse side to the refined side).
Approach 2 in [26] (see also [11], Footnote 3) further modifies this approach by slightly by
reducing the degree of each geometric potential along the corresponding coordinate direction.
Let I
Ngeo−1
Ngeo
denote the interpolation operator from degree Ngeo to degree Ngeo − 1 Lobatto
nodes, and let I
Ngeo
Ngeo−1 denote the interpolation operator from degree Ngeo − 1 to degree Ngeo
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Lobatto nodes. Define the degree reduction operator F1D as the product of these interpolation
operators
F1D = I
Ngeo
Ngeo−1I
Ngeo−1
Ngeo
.
Multiplication by F1D lowers the degree of a polynomial from Ngeo to Ngeo − 1 while leaving
the boundary values unchanged. We can define multi-dimensional degree reduction operators
F1 = F1D ⊗ I1D ⊗ I1D
F2 = I1D ⊗ F1D ⊗ I1D
F3 = I1D ⊗ I1D ⊗ F1D.
Suppose u ∈ QNgeo is represented using nodal values u; then, F1u corresponds to a polynomial
in QNgeo−1,Ngeo,Ngeo . In other words, Fi lowers the polynomial degree in the ith coordinate
by 1. Approach 2 computes the geometric terms gij via
gi1 = αi
(
D3 f˜i2 −D2 f˜i3
)
,
gi2 = αi
(
D1 f˜i3 −D3 f˜i1
)
,
gi3 = αi
(
D2 f˜i1 −D1 f˜i2
)
where f˜ij = Fj fij are degree-reduced geometric potentials, and the original geometric poten-
tials fij are computed via (36). Since multiplication by Di reduces the degree by 1 in the ith
coordinate by 1, the resulting geometric terms gij satisfy
gi1 ∈ QNgeo,Ngeo−1,Ngeo−1
gi2 ∈ QNgeo−1,Ngeo,Ngeo−1
gi3 ∈ QNgeo−1,Ngeo−1,Ngeo , i = 1, 2, 3.
The difference between Approach 1 and Approach 2 appears in Lemma 6. For Lobatto nodes,
the mortar-based operators Qi,m satisfy an SBP property (and can be used to construct
entropy-stable formulations) for Ngeo < N under Approach 1, while Approach 2 relaxes this
condition to Ngeo ≤ N .
While Approach 1 is marginally more accurate than Approach 2 for N > 1, both ap-
proaches achieve nearly identical accuracy and convergence rates. We analyze L2 errors using
Approach 1 and Approach 2 by computing exact values of gij using the cross product formula
[25, 43]. We construct a curved mesh by transforming a Cartesian hexahedral grid on [−1, 1]3
by interpolating the global curved mapping at Lobatto nodes
x˜ = x+
1
4
cos(x) sin(y) sin(z)
y˜ = y +
1
4
sin(x) cos(y) sin(z)
z˜ = z +
1
4
sin(x) sin(y) cos(z),
where x, y, z denote coordinates on the Cartesian grid and x˜, y˜, z˜ denote coordinates on the
mapped curved domain. Figure 10 shows the convergence of the L2 error over all geometric
terms under mesh refinement. Both Approach 1 and Approach 2 achieve very similar errors
for N = 1, . . . , 4, with Approach 1 achieving slightly lower errors for all N > 1. Table 1 shows
computed convergence rates, which match the O(hN+2) rates proven in [8, 10] for simplicial
elements.
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